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CLASSIFICATION OF ENDOMORPHISMS OF SOME LIE 
ALGEBROIDS U P TO HOMOTOPY AND THE FUNDAMENTAL 
GROUP OF A LIE ALGEBROID 
BOGDAN BALCERZAK 
ABSTRACT. The notion of a homotopy joining two homomorphisms of Lie algebroids 
comes from J. Kubarski [3]. Firstly, in the present paper we investigate this notion 
in the case of endomorphisms of the trivial Lie algebroid TlRn x 1R with the isotropy 
algebra R and characterize its homotopic endomorphisms. Secondly, for any regular 
Lie algebroid A, we introduce the notion of the fundamental group ir\ (A) as the group 
of classes of homotopic automorphisms of A and, finally, obtain that 7Ti (TRn x R ) S 
GL(R). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We begin by recalling the notions of a regular Lie algebroid and of a homomorphism 
of Lie algebroids. These are fundamental notions in this work. 
1.1. Definition of a regular Lie algebroid on a foliated manifold. Let F be a 
smooth, constant-dimensional and involutive distribution on a smooth, paracompact, 
connected and HausdorfF manifold M. The pair (M, F) is called a foliated manifold. 
Definition 1.1. [6], [7] By a regular Lie algebroid on a foliated manifold (M,F) we 
mean a system 
(-Mvl.7) 
where A is a vector bundle over the manifold M, [•, •] : Sec A x Sec A -» Sec A is a 
Lie algebra product on the module Sec A of global cross-sections of a vector bundle 
A and 7 : A -* TMis a vector bundle map (called an anchor) such that 
1. Im7 = F , 
2. the mapping Sec 7 : Sec A —> X(M), f •-> 70^, is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. 
3- K, / • 17] = / • K, rj] + (7 o f) (/) - 77 for any £, n e Sec A and / G C~(M). 
In the case when F = TM (i.e. 7 : A —> TM is a surjective homomorphism of 
vector bundles), the algebroid (A, [•, -],7) is called a transitive Lie algebroid. 
Example 1.1. Let M be a smooth manifold. Any smooth, constant-dimensional and 
involutive distribution F C TM is an example of a nontransitivie Lie algebroid with Lie 
bracket [X, Y] of vector fields as a commutator [X, Y] and the inclusion 1: F «--> TM 
as an anchor. 
Example 1.2. [5] Let M be a smooth manifold and g a finite-dimensional R-Lie 
algebra. Then TM x 9 is a transitive Lie algebroid with the canonical projection 
prx : TM x g -+TM as an anchor and with the bracket 
[•, • ] : Sec (TM x g) x Sec (TM x g ) - > Sec (TM x g.) 
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satisfying the relation 
[(Xya),(Y}n)] = ([X,Y],Cxr^CYa^[a,ri]) 
for all X} Y 6 X(M), er, n 6 C°°(M;g). 
1.2. The notion of a homomorphism of Lie algebroids. 
Definition 1.2. [7], [5] Let (.4, [•, •], 7) and (A', [•, •]', 7') be two regular Lie algebroids 
on the same foliated manifold (M, F) and let H : A' -> A be a vector bundle map 
(over idjif : M —> M). Then if is said to be a strong homomorphism of Lie algebroids 
if the following relations hold: 
1. 7 O H = T / , 
2. the mapping Sec H : Sec is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. 
Definition 1.3. [1], [2] Let (J4#-[•,•]',Y) and (_4,[•,•].7) be two Lie algebroids on 
manifolds M'and M, respectively. By a homomorphism between them 
-T:(A' ,[- , -] ' ,V)->(i- . [- . - l ,7) 
we mean a homomorphism of vector bundles H : A' -> A (over f : M' —> M) such 
that: 
1. 7 o t f = / * o 7 ' , 
2. for arbitrary cross-sections f, f 6 Sec-4' with .^-decompositions 
H o £ = E T ' - f a o / ) , 
t 
# o £ ' = Y.n'-iViof) 
3 
where /*, g3 G C00 (M'), 77*, Vj G Sec.4, we have relation 
+E(y^)M-(»?io/)-i:('/oo(T)-('Ko/)-
Remark 1.1. In the case of Lie algebroids A and A' on the same manifold M, the 
notion of a homomorphism H : A' -> A (over the identity mapping id*/ : M -> M) is 
equivalent to the one given in definition 1.2. 
1.3. The inverse image of a regular Lie algebroid. 
Definition 1.4. [2] Let (A, [•, ^,7) be a regular Lie algebroid on a foliated manifold 
(M, F) and let / : (M', Ff) -> (M, F) be a morphism of the category of foliated 
manifolds. The inverse image of A by f is a regular Lie algebroid on (M', F') 
(JM,[.,.]A,pr1) 
where we have 
1. fAA = {(v,w) e F' x A : / , ( v ) - 7 ( w ) } c F f f i / ' A 
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2. the bracket [-,-]A in S e c / M is defined in the following way: let (X\^\ 
(-^2i?2) e Sec / M be two cross-sections of fAA, where Xi G SecF', f,- G Sec f*A 
and i G {1,2}. Then, for each point x G M', there exists an open subset U C M' 
such that x G U and (&) is of the form £ $ • ( # o / ) for some g{ G C°° (M') 
and $ G Sec .4. Then we put 
i(x1,z1),(x2,t2)]fr = ([x1,x2],Yy1-9$-([ti,&]<>f)+ 
+E^M-(^o/)-E^(^)-(eio/)>) . 
Theorem 1.1. [2] Any homomorphism of regular Lie algebroids H : A' -> A over 
f : (M', F') —> (M, F) may be represented as a superposition 
A' 
pr2 
of a homomorphism H : A' -> fAA defined by 
H(v) = (-y'(v)iH(v)) for each v G A' (1.1) 
with the canonical one pr2 : f
AA -> A. • 
Theorem 1.2. [2] Let .4 and .4' be two regular Lie algebroids on foliated manifolds 
(M', F') and (M, F), respectively. Let H : A' —> A be a homomorphism of vector 
bundles over f : (M',F') -> (M,F). Then H is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids if 
and only if 
1. 7o iJ = / , o y , 
2. the mapping H : A' —> fAA defined byv*-> (7' (v), H (v)) is a homomorphism of 
Lie algebroids. • 
1.4. The Cartesian product of regular Lie algebroids. By a Cartesian product of 
two regular Lie algebroids (A1, [•, •]',V) and (.4,[-, •],7) on foliated manifolds (M',F) 
and (M, F), respectively, we mean the Lie algebroid 
(ylx A', [ v ] * , 7 x 7 ' ) 
over the foliated manifold (M x M ' , F x F), and, for f = ( ? \ ? ) i *7 = Wi^ 2 ) € 
Sec (A x .4') and (x, y) G M x M', we define 
R.4&rt"(R.fl&,.l?.fl&) 
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where 
[iv]£y) = K
1 ( - , » ) ^ h i r ) ] . + ( y o f ) M {t (.,-)) - ( y o i f ) M p (x, .)) , 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF ENDOMORPHISMS OF THE LIE 
ALGEBROID TR1 x R 
We shall consider a strong endomorphism H : TRn x R ->TRn x R of the Lie 
algebroid TW1 x R. 
Remark 2.1. An element of the tangent bundle TR" we identified with a point of 
Rn x Rn by the isomorphism 
<j:R n xR n —>TRn , (z, y)«—• £ Vi - -£-
i=l c'^t 
/or a; = (xu ...,x„), y = (yi, ...,yn) € -R", where the system (-£- ) . forms the base 
\ -raci l x / t = : l 
of the tangent space of Rn at x induced by the identity map on Rn. 
Theorem 2.1. An endomorphism H : TRn x R-tTW1 x R of the vector bundle 
TW1 x R is an endomorphism of the Lie algebroid TW1 x R if and only if, for any 
x = (xu..., xn), y = {yu •••, 2/n) € R
n and r e R, H is of the form 
Я(x,y,r )= (x,y,£.A i( .z)-y i + .B-rj 








Proof. " ==> " Assume that H : TRn x R -+TRn x R is an endomorphism of the 
Lie algebroid TRn x R (over idR»» : R
n -> R71). Since the following diagram 
TRn x R _ü_^ yjjn x £ 
TR" 
commutes, if is of the form 
#(x ,y ,r ) = (x,y,A(x,y,r)) f o r ^ y e R " and r € R, 
where A : (Rn x R n ) x R — r R i s a smooth function. Moreover, since the restrictions 
H\x = i^r SR»XR : R
n x R - i > R n x R a r e linear mappings for each x € Rn, therefore 
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H\x is of the form 
H|x (y, r) = (y, £ A* (x) • Vi + B (x) • r\ 
for all y = (yi, ...,y„) G Rn, r G R and for some smooth functions A \ B 6 C°° (Rn). 
Thus 
n 
A (:r,y,r) = £ _ 4 ' (x) • y< + B (x) • r for y € Rn and r € R. 
t= i 
Let X E 3E(Rn) and r/ E C°° (R) be arbitrary, whereas Y = 0 G 3C(Rn) - the zero 
vector field on the manifold R71 and a = 0 - the zero function on Rn. Observe that 
H o [ (X, a), (y, »7) 1 = H o [ (X, 0), (0, .7) ] = H (0, X (»?)) = (0, B • X (r,)) 
and 
[ffo(X,a) ,/fo(y ,^)] = [HO(X,0),HO(0,T,)] 
= [ (x , | > i .A- < ) , (0 ,B. .7 ) l 
= (0,X(B.r,)) = (0,B.A:()7) + A:(B).7,). 
Since Sec # : Sec (TR* x R) -> Sec (TRn x R) is a homomorphism of Lie algebras, 
we have the equality 
Ho[(X,0),(0,r,)] = [Ho(X,0),Ho(0,v)]. 
Hence we obtain that X (B) • TJ = 0 for each rj € C°° (R). For a non-zero function on 
R, we have 
X(B) = 0. 
But X eX (R") was an arbitrarily taken vector field, therefore B is constant. 
Now, let X, y € X(R") be two arbitrary vector fields on R". Then 
Ho[(X,0), (Y0)1 = H([X,Y] ,0) = ([X,y],|:.4«- • [X,Y]^j 
and 
[яo(x,o),яo(y,o)l = [ ( Л - . ^ ^ . Ą Í У . ^ ^ У ) ] 
t = l t = l 
= ([x.Уbл-fe^.yA-yíêÆ '**))• 
where X*, Y*, [J^Y]' € C°°(Rn) are coordinates of the vector fields .X, Y, [-Y, Ir-
respectively. Since SecH is a homomorphism of Lie algebras, we have 
Ho[(X,0),(Y,0)] = [Ho(X,0),Ho(Y,0)], 
whence 
£ . 4 ' • [X,YY = £x (A* • Y*) - t,Y (A{ • X') . (2.2) 
t= l t= l t= l 
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Concider vector fields X = £ Xi • - £ , Y = E yj' • ̂  G £(Rn) where X \ 
y j 6 C°°(Rn) and (5^)" forms the base of the module £(Rn) , induced by the 
identity map on Rn. In view of the properities of the Lie bracket [•, •] of vector fields 
on Rn, we obtain 
™-&iji*-&M-p'-&tw)--k-





i=l j=l дxj 
Let to =i jo and X = ^ , Y = j j-, i.e. X* = <SJ° and K' = 6? for t, j e {1,..., n}. 
From the above it follows that 
i = l j = l 
consequently, 
ŽŽІЎ-бř-ў-^-é-ІÁ)-*; 
i=l i=l u љ3 
Ê:И--!:(-*)• 9.Ti0 V ' ö:rJ0 
On account of the arbitrariness of to ̂  jo- we have (2.1). 
» <$= » Let .ff : TRn x R - ^ T R ^ x R b e a n endomorphism of the vector bundle 
TRn xR, such that 
H{x,y,r)= lx9y,YtA
i{x)'yi + B'r) 
for x = (:ri,...,:2,n), 2/ = (ft,...,yn) e r , r e R , where .B € R, and A* e C°°(R
n) 
satisfy condition (2.1). 
Consider (X, o), (y, 77) G Sec (TRn x R) where a, 77 G C00 (Rn) and X = £ X* - £ f 
y = £ y* . -A- (= 3£(Rn), X1', y ' € C00 (R*1). Observe that 
Y:x(Ai-Yi)-Y:Y(Ai.Xi)=Y)A
i[X,Y]i+'£X'.Yi.(^-^r). 
t=l i=l t=l ij=l \OX3 OXi / 
iфj 
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Thus (2.1) implies that 
£,X (^ • Y*) - E r (A* • X*) = £ > ' • [X,Y]1. 
t= l t= l 1=1 
Then we obtain 
[Ho{X,a),Ho{Y,r,)] = 
= [^fjA^^ + B . ^ ^ ^ ^ - y ' + B-^] 
= ([x,y],x(£^.r^ 
= ^Xy],±Ai-[Xy]i + B-{X{rj)-Y{a))^ 
= .ffo([X,y],X(r?)-y(a)) = .ffo[(X,a)f(yf77)]. 
Therefore the mapping Secff is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. It follows that H is 
a strong endomorphism of the Lie algebroid TR? xR. • 
Corollary 2.2. (n = 2) An endomorphism H : TR2 x R ->TR2 x R of the vector 
bundle TR2 x R is an endomorphism of the Lie algebroid TR2 x R if and only if H is 
of the form 
H{{xux2),{yuy2),r)= (2.3) 
= ((xi,x2), (t/i,y2), A
1 {xux2) -yi + A
2 {xux2)-y2 + B- r) 
for all ((-ci,x2),(yi,y2),r) e (R
2 x R2) x R, where B e R, -41 e C°°(R2), and 
.42 e C°° (R2) is given by 
д A2 ( x ь x2) = -r— ÍA
1 (ť, x2) dt + <p (x2) дx2J 
(2.4) 
for a certain function cp e C°° (R) depending on x2 only. 
Proof. " =!> " Suppose that if is an endomorphism of the Lie algebroid TR2 x R 
and {xux2), {yuy2) e R
2, r e R. By theorem 2.1, 
H {{xux2), {yu y2), r) = ((xu x2), {yu y2), .A
1 {xu x2) • yx + A
2 {xu x2)-y2 + B- r) 





(*ь«.) ~ a x l ( X I , Д Î2 ) 
forany (xi,x2)eR
2. (2.5) 
Since there exists a function tp e C°° (R) dependent on x2 only, such that 
ӘA2\ 
A2{xux2)= í — J дxг 
dt + ҷ> {x2) 
І(*Ä) 
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and (2.5) holds, therefore 
dt + tp (x2), 
(*,*2) 
whence we obtain 
d *r 
A2 (xu x2) = - — J A
1 (*, x2) dt + ip (x2) 
for all (x i ,^) GR 2 . 
" <$= » Let now the endomorphism H : TR2 x R -»TR2 x R be defined by (2.3). 
A1 is any function of C°° (R2) and A2 6 C°° (R2) is given by (2.4). Then 
dA2 Al 
м дX2 
for any (xi ,x 2 )GR
2 . 
I(XI,X 2) 
On account of theorem 2.1, we have that H is an endomorphism of the Lie algebroid 
TR2 x R • 
3. HOMOTOPY 
3.1. Definition of a homotopy joining two homomorphisms of Lie algebroids. 
Let A and A' be regular Lie algebroids on manifolds M and M', respectively, and let 
ifo, H\ : A' -> A be homomorphisms of Lie algebroids. By a homotopy joining HQ to 
H\ we mean a homomorphism of Lie algebroids 
H : TR x A' —» A 
such that 
H(0Qj-) = Ho and i/(0i,-) = # i , 
where 0o and 0i are null vectors tangent to R at 0 and 1, respectively. We then say 
that the endomorphism .ff0 is homotopic to .ffi and write .ffo ~ -ffi-
This definition comes from J. Kubarski [3]. 
Since we are interested in strong endomorphisms of a Lie algebroid A, we modify 
the above definition assuming that H is over the projection pr2 : R x M -> M. Then 
H is said to be a strong homotopy. 
3.2. Characterization of a homotopy joining two endomorphisms of the Lie 
algebroid TRn xR. Let prn : R^
1 -> Rn be given by prn (x0,xu ».,xn) = (xu..., xn) 
forall(a;o,rr1,...,xn)GR
n + 1. 
Lemma 3.1. The mapping A : TR"-1"1 x R ->prn
A (TRn x R) defined by 
A (((x0, xu..., xn), (y0,2/i,...,yn)), s) = (3.1) 
= (((-co, xu - , xn), (y0, J/i,»., yn)), (((^i,..., x n ) , (yi,..., y n ) , s))) 
for any (x0,a;i,...,a;n), (t/o,l/i,».,yn) £ R
n+1 awrf 5 € R w an isomorphism of Lie 
algebroids. 
Proof. The proof is standard. • 
The following lemma is preparatory to the main theorem of our paper - theorem 
3.3. 
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Lemma 3.2, Let HQ, Hi : TW
1 x R -> TR" x R be two endomorphisms of the Lie 
algebroid TR? x R and let, for all x = (xx, ...,xn), y = (yu..,yn) G R
n, 
H0((x,y),r) = Ux,y),Y/A0(x)-yi + BQ'r), 
Hx((x,y),r) = f (x, 2 / ) ,^Ai(rr) .y i + .Bi.r) 
(according to theorem 2.1, each endomorphism of the Lie algebroid TW x R is of this 
form), where B0, Bx G R, and AQ, A[ G C°° (W
1) satisfy relation (2.1). There exists 
a strong homotopy joinig if0 to Hi if and only if BQ = .Bi and there exist functions 
G{ G C°° (Rn+1) (i G {0,1,.., n}) such that 
Gk(0,xu...,xn) = A^(xu...,xn), (3.2) 
G*(l,a:i,..,a;n) = A\ (xx,...,xn) 
(ÄЄ{l,2,...,n}) and 
дxj uXm (x0łxi,...,x„) * 
(3.3) 
(x0,Xl,...,Xn) 
for all (xo,Xi,...,xn) G R?
-1-1 and i, j G {0,l,...,n}such thati ^j. 
Proof. " = > " Assume that there exists a strong homotopy H : TRx (TR? x R) —> 
TW1 x R joining H0 to Hy. Then we have 
H((0,0),((x,y),r)) = HQ((x,y),r), (3.4) 
H((l,0),((x,y),r)) = Hx ((x,y),r) (3.5) 
for anyar, y G Rn and r G R 
Let H : TRx (TRn x R) -> prn
A (TRn x R) denote the homomorphism of Lie al­
gebroids, determined by H via formula (1.1). Since the homomorphism A : TRn + 1 x 
R -> prn
A (TRn x R) defined by (3.1) is an isomorphism of Lie algebroids, we_see at 
once, after the identification of TRx (TRn x R) with TK1*1 x R, that A"1 o H is an 
endomorphism of the Lie algebroid TRn+1 x R Thus and by theorem 2.1, there exist 
functions G* G C°° (Rn + 1) and a real number B, such that A"1 o H is defined by 
(A- 1 o^)((x,y) ,r )=^x,y) , | :G«(2; )-2/ i + S . r j 
for any x = (xQ,xu...,xn), y = (2/o,2/i,...,yn) G R
71"*1, r G R, and the following 
condition is satisfied 
dG* dG* . . r n , , , . , . 
— = — for i, j G {0,1,..,n} and i ^ j . 
Hence we obtain that H is of the form 
ff((-r,y),r)=ta 
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From the definition of H and from the above it follows that if is given by 
H ((x0,y0) ,(((xu...,xn) ,(yu...,yn)) ,r)) = (3.6) 
= l((xu..;Xn),(2/1,.»,J/n)),£G
l(ZO,-CI,».,xn) • & + B • r J 
for all (x0, j/0) € R x R, (x l f..., x n ) , (ylf..., yn) G R
n and r G R We deduce from (3.4) 
and (3.5) that B0 = Bi and 
G'(0,-) = A0, 
G'(l,-) = A[ 
for any i, j G {l , . . . ,n}. 
» 4 = " Suppose that B = B0 = Bx and there exist functions G* G G°°(R
n+1) 
(i G {0,1, ...,n}) satisfying conditions (3.2) and (3.3). Then the mapping 
H : TRx (TR1 xR) -•» TRn xR 
given by (3.6) is a strong homotopy joinig H0 to Hi. • 
Finally, we shall prove the main theorem of this work. 
Theorem 3.3. Let B0 , Hi : TR* x R -> TR? x R be two endomorphisms of the Lie 
algebroid TR71 x R defined (in view of theorem 2.1) by 
B0((x,y) ,r) = f (x ,y ) , ^ .A 0 ( r r ) . y i H-B 0 -H , 
Bi((x,y),r) = (ix^^AiW-yi + Bi-r] 
for all x = (xi,...,xn), y = (yi,...,y„) G R;\ where B0, Bx G R, an(/.A0, ylj G C
0O(Rn) 
satisfy relation (2.1). There exists a strong homotopy joinig H0 to Hi if and only if 
B0 = Bi-
Proof. " = > " Assume that the endomorphisms Bo, B i : TW x R - 4 T.R1 x R a r e 
homotopic Now, lemma 3.2 shows that B0 = Bi. 
" <= " Let now B0 = BX. Take G°, G
1 G C°° (R1*1) (i G {1,2,..., n}) defined by 
Xj 
G°(x) = E/(^ i i - -4i)(0 , . . . ,0 f t i f . . . fx I i )* i f 
i=i 0 "77" 
G* (x) = x0 • .4\ (xi,..., xn) + (1 - x0) • A0 (xi,..., a;n) 
for any x = (x0,Xi,...,xn) G R
n+1 and i G {l,2,. . . ,n}. 
Then 
G'(0,.) = -40 and G
i(l,-) = A\ fori G {1,2,.. . ,n}. 
Since H0 and Bi are endomorphisms of Lie algebroid TR? x R, therefore theorem 
2.1 implies the equalities 
d Xi d Xj 
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for A; e {0,1}, z, j € {l,2,. . . ,n} and i ^j. Let x = (x0,Xi,...,xn) 6 R
n+1. Hence, for 








= J^ Ej(AÍ-A 0 )(0^ ; _0,í i , . . .,x n )„ť j 





= ̂ ЛYlj(A{-A{)(^Лtj,...,xn)dtЛ = 
' - ' V = 1 o j_i / 
\zXs'rд{Ą-Ą) 
= £ / я- (£_••-£. ** •••- *-) d í; + 
i •/ C7 Xi v ^ 
J- l 0 j - i 
Xi o Ч7-Г-' 
= £/^^^ 
;=i o J ч 7 ^ ~ ' ЧT-Г"' 
= (A\ - _40) (xi, x2, ...,xn) - (_4І - _40) (0,x2, ...,xn) + 
+ 53 (Лi-_40)(0,...,0,x j ...,x n)- 53 (>_І-Л0)(0,...,0,x i+i,...,xn) 
Kj<i J - l Kj<i 
+ (_4І-_4l0)(0,...,0,x.,...,xn) 
i - l 
= (A\ - Лj) (x ь x 2 , ...,xn) - (_4І - _40) (0,x2, ...,xn) + 
+ (AІ-_40)(0,x2,...,xn)+ 53 (ЛІ-Æo)(0,...,0,xj,...,xn) + 
2<j<i J - l 
- 5 3 (_4i-_40)(0,...,0,xi+1,...,xn) 
1<J<» * J ' 
= {A - -4l0) (xi,...,xn) = — 
for t £ {2, ...,n}. From this and theorem 3.2 we conclude that the endomorphism H0 
is homotopic to H\. The proof is completed. • 
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4. FUNDAMENTAL GROUP OF A REGULAR LIE ALGEBROID 
Let .A be a regular Lie algedroid on a smooth manifold M. Consider the set 
n(A) = {[f};f:A-+A} 
where [/] denotes a class of strong automorphisms of the Lie algebroid A, strong 
homotopic to the automorphism / : A —> A, and define the product of two classes [/], 
[g] € TTi {A) by 
lf]-[9] = [fog}. 
If / ~ / ' : A —> A via a homotopy Hi, and g ~ g' : A —•> A via a homotopy J/2, 
then / o g ~ / ' o g1 via the homotopy H = H\ o (prx, ff2) where p^ : TR x A —» TR 
is the canonical projection. This observation gives the correctness of above definition. 
In this way, 7Ti (A) becomes a group, called the fundamental group of the Lie alge-
broid A. 
Theorem 4.1. The fundamental group 7Ti (TRn x R) is isomorphic to the linear group 
GL(R). 
Proof. Let / : TR" x R ->TRn x R be an automorphism of the Lie algebroid 
TR" x R On account of theorem 2.1, it is, for any x, y G Rn, r G R, of the form 
' (fay) ,r) = í я, y, ү^A) (X) -yi + Bf-r) 
with Bf G R\ {0} and functions A) G C°° (R
n) satisfying condition (2.1). It is clear 
that / defines a linear automorphism af : R -> R by the formula af (r) = Bf-r. Now, 
we define an isomorphism of groups ft : TTI (TR? x R) -> GL (R) by setting 
[/] *-> af. 
It is evident that ft is an isomorphism. Let g be another automorphism of the Lie 
algebroid TRn x R and let, for any x, y G Rn, r G R, 
9(fay)IO = ( z . y - S ^ ( x ) " &" + B9 'r) 






From this we obtain 
n(I/]-W) = n(l/orf) = o,oai = n([/i)on(b]). 
For this reason the mapping ft is an isomorphism of the groups 7Ti (TR? x R) and 
GL(R).H 
Finally, we raise an open problem: investigate the fundamental group TT\ (A) for an 
arbitrary Lie algebroid A, first for A = TM x g (where g is an arbitrary Lie algebra). 
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